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PREACH TO THEM.
Preacher, facing needy souls,
Do not dare ignore them,
While God's fateful thunder rolls,
And you preach—before them;
Rather, finding out their need,
Piercing through and through them,
Though they shrink and though they bleed,
Preach your sermons—to them.
It is easy to parade,
Fling your knowledge o'er them,
Preaching sermons study-made
Pompously—before them;
But the sermons that will bless
Through vnd through and through them,
From your heart to theirs—no less—
Are the ones preached—to them.—Sel.
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CONFERENCE ITEMS
General Conference will convene at
Highland Church, near West Milton,
Ohio, sixteen miles north of Dayton,
Ohio,which will be the main line railroad stop from all points. From Dayton, take Dayton, Covington & Piqua
traction cars which stop immediately in front of the Union Depot, to
Stop 22, then one mile west to the
church. Inform Bro. Elmer Hoke,
West Milton, Ohio, as to the number
in your party and expected time of
arrival at Dayton and you will be
met at the traction stop. Mail address will be West Milton, Ohio, care
General Conference.
LOVE FEASTS
Ohio
Sippo Church, Ohio, June 20.
Richland, Ashland District.—Are you. going to Conference? Start early and stop
at Chestnut Grove Church for Love Feast
services May 30 and 31, beginning at 10:00
A. M. The church is situated one mile
from the Lincoln Highway. For further
information write to Elder M. L. Dohner,
Ashland, Ohio, R. R. 8.
There will be a love feast at Valley
Chapel, Canton, Ohio, on June 13, 14, 1925.
A cordial invitation is extended to all conference attendants to attend on their way
home.

Philadelphia, Pa
Pequa, Lancaster, Pa

May 2-3
May 23-24

There will be a love feast held at Elizabethtown church on May 20 and 21. Everybody is invited to this service.
Lovefeast at Antram church,
Franklin district, Pa., May 23-24.

South

A lovefeast will be held a t Mt. Pleasant,
Rapho district, Lancaster county, Pa., May
26, and 27, 1925. A hearty invitation is
extended to attend.
Lovefeast, Martinsburg, Blair county,
Pa., June 13, 14. A hearty invitation is
extended to all to attend.
At Air Hill on May 20 and 21, 1925.
A cordial welcome is extended to all
to attend.
A love feast will be held at the Free
Grace Church, Lykens Valley district, Millersburg, Pa., on May 23 and 24. A
hearty invitation is extended to all, especially to ministering brethren of other districts.
Canada
Markham and Walpole, May 16-17.
Nottawa and Clarence Center, May 23-24.
Bertie and Howich, May 31, June 1.
Wainfleet, June 13-14.
Waterloo, June 20-21.
Clearview, Sask.—Love Feast, May 30
and 31, 1925.
ANNOUNCEMENT

Indiana
Elkhart, Indiana, District; Union Grove
church, May 30-31. Special invitation.
Michigan
More Town Center
May 16-17
Carland
May 23-24
Merrill
June 13-14
Gladwin
June 20-21
On Monday, June 15, following the Merrill Love Feast, the Michigan State Council
will convene at that place and on Sunday
of the Gladwin love feast, June 21, D. V. we
expect to have with us Bishop W. H. Boyer from Dayton, Ohio, to assist in the dedication of the new church, recently built
at that place. A cordial invitation is extended to all to be with us during any or
all of these services.
Pennsylvania
Fairland, Pa
Silverdale
Mechanicsburg, Pa
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May 13, 14.
May 23-24
May 30-31

There will be held a dedicatory service
for the new Messiah Orphanage Home at
Florin, Penna., on Sunday afternoon, May
31,
2 o'clock . Everybody is invited to
this service.
Ezra H. Martin
Sec'y of Board of Trustees.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Inasmuch as it has been decided to
send Brother and Sister George
Paulus to the India Mission Field,
they are expected to visit through
the various districts in the brotherhood in the interest of foreign mission work, beginning in Pennsylvania. We heartily recommend them
to your kind consideration, and trust
they shall receive your liberal sur>port.
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD

Monday, April 27, 1925
NOTICE

Evangelists desiring to be recommended
by the Home Mission Board, please send for
application blanks to the secretary, J. E.
Brechbill, Grantham, Pa.
Today 3,800 Americans will die. That is
the average number that daily go to join
the billions who have gone, on that "journey
from which no traveler ever returns." This
year 1,400,000 Americans will pass the way
of all the earth. If an earthquake, fire, or
cyclonic disaster took them all in one day, it
would be talked about for centuries. But
gliding away, each drawing his robe about
him and slipping quietly from our midst, all
are but little noticed. Twenty-seven are
murdered and 41 commit suicide of the
3,800 who die each day in America, a bad
record for each 24 hours. The human
family is a large one, 48,000,000 are born
each year and 28,000,000 die and our turn
is rapidly approaching.—Christian Conservator.

GENERAL CONFERENCE PROGRAM
FOR THE
EDUCATIONAL MEETING
Wednesday, 7:30 P . M. June 3, 1925.
Invocation.
Music, "The Bible Stands."
"The Problem of Education in the Brethren in Christ Church"
Eld. P. J. Wiebe
"Our Schools and the Chiurch of the
Future,"
Eld. D. W. Heise
Music—"The Story of Jesus Can Never
Grow Old."
"The Value of a Spiritual Environment
in School Life,"
Norman A. Wingert
"Getting an Education Under Difficulties,"
:
D. F. Shirk
Music, "The Fork of the Road."
Benediction.
PROGRAM FOR MINISTERIAL MEETING AT GENERAL CONFERENCE, 1925
Thursday Evening, June 4, 1925
1.—-"The Essential Contact Between the
Ministry and the Unsaved," Bishop
D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.; alternate, Eld. D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ont.
2.—-"The Fruits of a Humble Ministry Upon
the Congregation and the World,"
Elder Jacob Ginder, Manheim, Pa.;
alternate, Bishop H. K. Kreider,
Campbelltown, Pa.
3.—-"The Need of Co-operation Between the
Ministry and the Evangelist in Bringing About a God Sent Revival,"
Bishop C. C. Burkholder, Upland,
Calif.; alternate, Bishop M. G. Engle,
Abilene, Kansas.
Twenty minutes for each topic.
Committee,
H. W. LANDIS, Chairman.
W. H. BOYER, Asst.
ABNER MARTIN, Sec'y.
The evening previous, Wednesday, will be
devoted to an educational program.
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always glad when the Visitor comes.
How I appreciate to read those soulinspiring articles. And how I appreciate to hear of success in the mission fields both at home and in forCRITICISING THE EVANGELICAL eign lands. And how I enjoy the
VISITOR
testimonies of the dear brethren and
sisters as they are given in the VisWe are aware of the fact that some itor. Do you appreciate none of these
people are not satisfied with our things ?
Church paper and are criticising- it to
If you have ibeen in the habit of
an extent that is not edifying. Constructive criticism is helpful, destruc- finding fault with the Visitor, let me
tive criticism is harmful. Hence, we ask you a few questions. Do you alought to be careful what kind of cri- ways read everything that is in the
ticism we offer. Let us consider this Visitor? What kind of a paper
subject in the light of truth and the would the Visitor be if you had the
entire management of it? What have
Bible.
We should always remember that you done to improve our church paall our efforts, even when we are at per? Did you ever get a subscriber
our best, are subject to human lim- for the Visitor? To do nothing but
itations and human imperfections. I fault finding will never improve anydo not deny the fact that our church thing. Anyone can find fault, but
paper could be improved. But what comparatively few can offer construchave they done to improve it, who tive criticism.
are criticising the most? Did you
In conclusion let us consider the
ever write one article for the Vis- benefits of the Evangelical Visitor. If
itor. Did you ever say one word in it were of no other benefit than to
its favor? Have you paid your sub- bring the news of the church activity
scription? Have you ever spent five and make the announcements which
minutes in praying for the success have to be made that to my mind
of the paper or praying for those who would be sufficient reason why we
are almost working beyond their should have a church paper. But the
strength to publish the pap«-.r? If Visitor does more than that. I|t
you have never done any of these brings cheer and comfort to many
things, why do you find fault ? People lonely homes. Its messages are real
with fault-finding spirit are in dansoul food to hungry hearts. It enger of backsliding.
courages Bible study and helps to exSome people criticize our paper be- plain difficult passages of God's Word.
cause it is not like other papers. It warns against error and deceptive
There are a few things we shall bear doctrines. It helps to spread the docin mind in comparing our paper with
trines of the Bible and of the church,
other papers. In the first place we
and eternity alone will reveal the
are not a large body. Our ministers,
amount of good it has done. And
with few exceptions, have a secular
above all it serves as a bond of union
employment which prevents them
to keep the brotherhood united in this
from giving more time to writing.
most holy faith. For these reasons
And yet, with all these handicaps we
have been publishing a 'paper for let us be carefujl what we say about
the last thirty years or more. And our church paper. If we know we
in my estimation we have a very good could improve it by making suggespaper. Oh, that we might fall on our tions, let us do it in the fear of God.
knees and thank God we have a We can be a great help if we pray
for it, pay our subscription, get our
church paper.
There have been times in my life neighbors to subscribe and occasionwhen I was isolated from the Broth- ally write an article for it.

EDITORIAL

erhood, and Oh, how I appreciated
the Visitor. It was like water to a
thirsty soul- And even today I am

Yours in Jesus' name,
P. J. Wiebe-
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CHOSEN VESSELS

'The Lord said unto him, Go thy
way: for he is a chosen vessel unto
me, to bear My name before the Gentiles and kings, and the children of
Israel."—Acts 9:15.
Our God has a different way of
choosing His leaders than the world
has. The world and the professing
church generally select their leaders
because of their special training and
wisdom in the business of influencing
mankind. God has chosen the foolish
things of the world to confound the
wise. There are not many instances
in God's Word, where God has chosen wise men and men of great education as His ministers, but one instance and that is the one at the head
of this article. Paul told Timothy to
study to "show thyself approved
unto God, a workman who needeth
not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the Word of Truth." When Ananias
was sent by God to speak the above
message to Saul, he thought him a
most unlikely disciple of Jesus. But
he was God's chosen one and we see
that God's choice was and is always
best. When the early church began
its foreign mission work the Holy
Spirit selected the workers.—Acts
13:2. No work for God prospers unless God sends forth His own chosen
ones. Jesus before He left His disciples said unto them, "You have not
chosen me but I have chosen you and
ordained you that ye should go and
bring fruit." We often hear the remark made "I am glad I accepted
Christ," but it would be more appropriate to say "Christ accepted
us," for Jesus died to receive us to
Himself. Are we not all chosen vessels to bear His name wherever we
go? We must take up the cross and
follow Him and that means a whole
lot in these days, when there is so
much amusement mixed with religion. The intellectual is taking the
place of the spiritual and a head
knowledge of the Bible, the place of
heart knowledge. It was said in
a religious journal of recent date,
that if one wants to get a crowd you
must put up good eats, and one no(Continued on page 12.)
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Contributions
CHRISTIAN PERFECTION
Sermon by L. Shoalts
Reported by Eva L. Hoover
Text Psalm 37:37Mark the perfect man, and behold
the upright: for the end of that man
is peace.
II Cor. 13:11.
Finally, brethren, farewell. Be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one
mind, live in peace; and the God of
love and peace shall be with youThis is a very precious subject
and is so clearly taught throughout
the Word of God both in the Old
Testament and New.
So often we hear the expression
both in Canada and the United States
by Christian professors, "Oh, there
is no one perfect," and while there is
a sense in which it is true, but not in
the way it is generally spoken. Nine
-cases out of ten, yea, forty-five out of
fifty, it is spoken by one who is unwilling to obey God. And in a few
cases may be a lack of understanding
of the doctrine of Christian perfection. Now to clear up this subject
we shall use a number of scriptural
references first we want to say it always refers to the heart andl not the
head or intelligence.
, We might notice first what is meant
by the heart in Scripture. It is not
that vital member of our body that
pumps the blood through our system,
but as Webster's dictionary has it:
"The heart" is the seat of our affection, the seat of the will, the seat of
the understanding. God said to Abraham walk before me and be thou perfect—Gen. 17:1.
And concerning Noah it is said
Noah was perfect in his generation.—i
Gen. 6:9. And Hezekiah said, "Lord
I have walked before Thee in truth
•and with a perfect heart (not head).
Again in I Kings 8:61, "Let your
heart (not head) therefore be perfect
with the Lord our God to walk in His
statutes, and to keep His commandments, as at this day."
Then again we turn to Job 1:1—
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"There was a man in the land of Uz
whose name was Job; that man was
"perfect" and upright, one that
feared God, and eschewed evil." Notice right here why God counted him
perfect, one that feared God, or in
other words loved righteousness!.
The word "eschew" means to shun
or turn from, and you know it is not
hard to go after a thing you love.
Job loved God's Holy laws. It is not
hard to keep the Lord's day holy
when you love it. It is not hard to
be honest when you love honesty,
it is not hard to go to God's house
when you love it. Job hated sin because God hated it and so will we
if our hearts are right.
Again we turn to II Chro. 16:9.—
For the eyes of the Lord go throughout the whole earth to show Himself strong in the behalf of them
whose heart is perfect toward Him.
Here We !have anothe-n phrase of
Old Testament perfection, that of
trusting God. Asa, the righteous
king tin question Tiere, previously
had trusted God and won great victories. Through some wrong on
Asa's part he backslid, no doulbt like
in many cases there were other steps
to his fall. Perhaps his heart was
lifted up through his great success.
And in the same chapter we read in
verse seven because thou hast relied
on the king of Syria and not relied
on the Lord thy God, therefore is
the host of the king of Syria escaped
out of thine hand.
Again in verse twelve: And Asa
in the thirty and ninth year of his
reign was diseased in his feet, until
his disease was exceeding sore, yet
in his disease he sought not to the
Lord but to the physicians.
Now before leaving the Old Testament saints and what constituted
perfection or rather what God required, we notice these three points
especially, "Hatred against sin, love
of righteousness, continued trust in
God."
When I see how many of the Old
Testament saints trustedGod, I wonder where we are under the light and
privilege of the gospel age.
There is something so precious
about having God as our healer for
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soul and body and we do honor Him,
it brings such richness to the soul,
but we must keep clean and bumble
and separate from the world to continue in real trust because of ourselves we would fail.
We now turn to the New Testament standard of Christian perfection. We shall also refer to a few
very plain Scripture references.
First we shall notice the New Testament requires it. If we read from
Christ's Sermon on the Mount, Matt.
5:17-48 inclusive, you will get the
setting. It will be clearly seen here
is a deeper perfection than was possible for all under the law. The 48th
verse says: Be ye therefore perfect
even as your Father in heaven is
perfect. We readily see what is implied. "Perfect in forgiveness and
love."
Again in Romans 8:3-4, For what
the law could not do in that it was
weak through the flesh, God sending
His own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin
in the flesh. That the righteousness
of the law might be fulfilled (lived
out) in us who walk not after the
flesh but after the spirit. The word
"flesh" here no doubt is confusing to
many. It is like many other words,
having a two-fold meaning. In some
places it refers to the physical body
and in some to the carnal mind or
inbred or inborn sin. It is that inherited portion of Satan that indwells
the whole human family before regeneration and sanctification. Dr.
Gordon in "Quiet Talks on Power,"
says it is Satan dwelling in us in a
condensed form and again it is Satan's representative in the human
heart.
In I John 1:8, we read: If we say
we have no "sin," we deceive ourselves and the truth is not in us. This
word sin in the singular here, like
in Heb. 12:1 refers to the inbred or
inborn of which Jesus Christ Himself was the only one free by nature.
But thank God for the 9th verse giving us the remedy of forgiveness and
cleansingWe are aware that modernists use
this Scripture in another way to cover their continual sinning and re-
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penting theory of just accepting
Christ and all our righteousness is
in"him. But thank God for a dispensation of grace when we can have
heart cleansing and be empowered
for service not only as preachers and
officials but lay members. And it is
not a third experience as some try
to hold, but the old hymn has it, "Be
of sin, a double cure, Save from
wrath and make me pure."
As Peter said being at Cornelius'
house Acts 15:8-9: Giving them the
Holy Ghost as he did us at the beginning purifying their hearts by
faith. We see here as in other Scriptures when they received the gift of
the Holy Ghost their hearts were
purified. God has definite things for
folks who get definite- And as one
writer has well said the experience of
holiness like that of justification can
only be obtained by a special exercise
of the mind directed to the object.
We receive it by faith.
Again we read in Heb. 9:9, Which
was a figure for the time then present
in which were offered both gifts and
sacrifices that could not make him
that did the service "perfect" as pertaining to the conscience. And again
in the 14th verse, How much more
shall the blood of Christ who through
eternal Spirit offered without spot to
God, purge your conscience from
dead works to serve the living God.
We see here plainly as in Titus 3:3-6,
and many such passages, there is a
privilege of reaching a state of perfection now, we should praise God
for.
Again we notice we can be delivered from fear. Let us turn to Heb.
2:15, And deliver them who through
fear of death were all their lifetime
subject to bondage.
Again in I John 4:18, There is no
fear in love, but perfect love casteth
out fear because fear has torment:
he that feareth is not made perfect
in love.
So we see under grace we have
much to enjoy if we will come boldly
to the throne of grace. Hatred of
sin, love of righteousness, trust in
God, freedom from fear, perfect love,
perfect forgiveness, and thank God a
love for the precious Word and pray-
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er, not a service of bondage but a real
liberty. Praise the Lord.
In the New Testament we see three
Phases of Christian perfection clearly taught. The new birth is never
spoken of as perfection. We do not
perfect a thing till we get it. Justification is in process before sanctification, for God only sanctifies those
who are justified. "He perfects believers, not sinners." We will say
right here no doubt the new-born
child of God is a perfect child and the
new .birth is the vital principle of
salvation because as in the physical
life there can be no physical existence without a physical birth, so the
new birth or justification makes possible a spiritual existence. But we
are dealing with the subject as
taught by the New Testament, You
will notice in Jesus teaching in the
beatitudes He did not stop with
being comforted but go on to the 6th
verse, Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness for
they shall be filled. And again in
Matt. 11:28-30. Many get the first
rest and fail to attain the second because of not taking Christ's yoke on
them. (
These three phases of perfection
we will reconsider. First the experience of perfection as a state or definite work received when we are sanctified.—Phil. 3:18; I Cor. 3:6; Coll.
3:14. We see by these and many
other Scriptures it is a state or definite experience to reach. So many
think we can grow to it by efforts
and resolutions. No we cannot. Our
part is to consecration and faith,
God's part is cleansing and empowerment.
Second perfection in growth and
walking in the light. Growth is always more of the same kind, the
adding of the Christian graces as in
II Peter 1:5-8; Heb. 6:1. Leaving
the principles of the doctrine of
Christ, let us go on unto perfection
"full growth." Notice here what the
principles are which we are to lay
and leave. "Repentance from dead
works and faith toward God," "and
doctrine of baptisms," meaning no
doubt of water and Holy Spirit which
belong to our foundation.
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When I look into this field of our
privilege of growing in grace, my
heart hungers after the deeper things
of God, and to possess more of the
life of Godliness. Paul said to Timothy follow after righteousness, Godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness.
—I Tim. 6:11 and in I Tim. 4:8 he
tells Timothy these things are very
profitable both for this life and the
life to come.
Third in II Cor. 7:1, Having these
promises, dearly beloved, let us
cleanse ourselves from all filthiness
of flesh and spirit perfecting holiness
in the fear of God. We need as one
has said, a sanctified sanctification,
or sanctified common sense or as an
old home name sanctifigumption.
How often no doubt spirit filled believers havq been unwise in their
zeal. There is a perfection through
affliction and trials and losses and
God chastening we cannot get at the
altar or in a revival meeting. I Peter
5:10, But the God of all grace who
has called] you unto His eternal glory
by Christ Jesus after that we have
suffered awhile make you "perfect"
establish, strengthen settle you.
Then the fourth phase of perfection is resurrection perfection, Phil.
3:12. We see here Paul is pressing
forward for the prize of the high calling and says, not as though I had already attained either were already
perfect. And in the 10th verse, That
I may know Him and the power of
His resurrection. That is the believer's blessed hope, for we know in
part and prophesy in part but when
that which is perfect is come, then
that which is in part shall be done
away. I Cor. 13:9-10, And it doth
not yet appear what we shall be but
we know that when Ha "Jesus" shall
appear we shall be like Him for we
shall see Him as He is.—I John 3:2.
Last of all it is the duty and desire
of every true minister and gospel
worker to lead their followers on to
perfection. We will notice some clear
scriptures here. First Jesus prayed
for the perfection of all believers in
John 19 and in Matt. 5:48 Jesus said
Be ye therefore perfect. Paul said
to the Ephesians he gave some apostles, some prophets and some evan-
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gelists and some pastors .and teachers. "What for?" For the perfecting
of the saints, 'not sinners;" for the
work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ.—Eph4:11-12. *
Then Paul said to the church at
Colosse, Col. 1:28, Whom we preach
warning every man and teaching every man in all wisdom. "That we
may present every man perfect in
Christ Jesus-"
And again in II Cor. 13:9 last part,
"And this we wish even your perfection." And again in the 11th,
Finally, brethren, farewell. Be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one
mind, live in peace and the God of
love and peace shall be with you.
And to accomplish this we need to
heed Paul's charge to Timothy in II
Tim- 4:2, Preach the Word. Also
II Tim. 3:16-17, All scripture is given
by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness: That the man of God may be
perfect thoroughly furnished unto all
good works. Not the modern doctrines afloat to-day.
We will admit that all ministers
have not the same call in every line
of work- Philip had a great revival
at Samaria and as soon as the apostles at Jerusalem heard of the revival
at Samaria they sent Peter and John.
When they came they prayed for
them and laid their hands on them
that they might receive the Holy
Ghost. And we don't believe Philip
got hurt, or had envy but rather rejoiced.
If ministers could see the terrible
harm done by speaking against the
doctrine of Christian perfecton and
makng such expressions as I believe
in living it and not saying so much
about it, and many such statements
we have heard many times of some
who were just new in the experience
of holiness who were cast under a
•cloud by such statements and some
who were hungry for the experience
were discouraged by such who should
helped them through to victory,
while it is true there is much counterfeit as there is of justification to
God when we think of the hundreds
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who are perfect and obeying God
serving in their calling, growing in
grace, sometimes we can take a review of our fellowship in the past
and oh how blessed it will be to meet
in that day when all the saints are
caught up to meet Jesus.
THE SPIRITUAL VALUE OF
GENESIS
(Delivered at Grantham Bible Conference.)
The first verse of the first chapter
of the first book in the only Book.
God speaks. The manner in which
the Holy Scriptures open is worthy of
their Divine Author. In the beginning God created the Heaven and the
earth. We are not told whether it
was many thousands or many millions of years ago. We do not know
whether it occurred in a moment of
time, or whether the process of their
formation convered an interval of
long ages. The opening statement of
the Bible is to be accepted with unquestioning faith.
"In the beginning God created."
The Bible offers no argument to
prove the existence of God, but His
existence is affirmed as a fact- But
enough is stated in this opening verse
to expose every fallacy which the
mind of man has invented concerning
the Deity. It overcomes atheism, for
it states the existence of God. It sets
aside materialism, for it distinguishes between God and His material creation. It abolishes Pantheism, for it
predicates that which necessitates a
personal God. In the beginning God
created, tells us that He Himself
WAS before the beginning, and hence
Eternal. In the beginning God created, and that argues that He is infinite
and Omnipotent, for no finite being
can create.
In the beginning God. This is the
foundation truth of all sound theology. God is the Alpha and Omega.
It is the ignoring of this which is the
basic error of all human schemes.
All the isms of theology and philosophy begin with man and work up to
God. But this is a, turning of things
upside down. We must begin with
"God" and work down to man. This
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is true of the Divine inspiration of
the Bible. It was penned by human
hands, addressed to human ears, but
in the beginning God. Holy men of
old spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost. This is true of salvation. Adam sinned and brought in
death, but his God was not taken by
surprise, for the Lamb was forordained before the foundation of the
world. This is also true of the new
creation. The man who is saved,
serves the Lord. But in the beginning
"God" chose us in Christ Jesus, and
now we love "Him" because He first
loved us.
In the beginning "God" created the
heaven and the earth and we must
believe that these creations were
worthy of "Himself." We cannot believe that "God" made a blunder in
His first creative act. Surely the
earth on the morning of creation
must have been vastly different from
its chaotic state of the second verse,
"And the earth was without form
and void-" It is now over a hundred
years since Dr. Chalmers called attention to the fact that the word
WAS in Genesis 1:2 should be translated BECAME and that between the
first two verses of Genesis 1 there
is an unreckoned period of time in
which some catastrophe occurred.
That the apostasy of Satan was the
cause of this catastrophe seems more
than likely. That some catastrophe
DID occur is certain from such scriptures as Jer. 4:23-26; Isa. 24:1; Isa45:18 R. V.; Psa. 104:5-9, with several chapters in Job.
In six days the "Lord" MADE
heaven and eath, the sea and all that
in them is. Ex. 20:11. There is a wide
difference between creating and
MAKING. To create is to bring
something out of nothing, but to
make is to form or fashion something
out of material already existing. A
tailor can make a suit of clothes out
of coth but he cannot create the cothIn the beginning God created the
heaven and earth, and afterward the
earth became a ruin. He made the
heaven, the earth, the sea and all that
in them is.
This Exodus scripture settles the
controversy as to what kind of days
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are meant in Genesis 1, whether days
of 24 hours or protracted periods of
time. In six days that is literal days
of 24 hours the "LORD" completed
the work of re-fashioning that which
some terrible catastrophe had blasted
and plunged into chaos.
What is found in' Genesis I is marvelously concise. One verse on the
original creation. One verse to describe chaos, and less than thirty
verses more tell how the Lord made
heaven and earth- For reconditeness
of theme, comprehensiveness of
scope, scientific exactitude, and yet
simplicity of language, terseness of
expression and the avoidance of all
technical terms, it is unrivaled, and
stands in a class by itself.
In the Hebrew Genesis 1:1 has just
seven words, with twenty-eight letters which is 7 times 4. Seven is the
number of perfection and four of creation, thus the creation was perfect
as it left its Maker's hands.
There are also seven distinct
stages in God's work of restoring the
earth.
First;—The activity of the Holy
Spirit.
Second—The calling of light into
existence.
Third—The making of the firmament.
Fourth—The stocking of the earth
with vegetation.
Fifth—The making of the heavenly bodies.
Sixth—The storing of the waters.
Seven—The stocking of the earth.
The perfection of God's handiwork
is further made evident in the 7 times
the word "good" appears Also the
word "made" seven times. Seven
times the word "heaven" is mentioned
in this chapter. Thus the seal of perfection is written across everything
"God" did and made.
With the literal meaning of this
chapter as a background, we will now
turn to the typical significance of
these verses. This has often been
pointed out by others. We wish to
give due credit to Arthur Pink whose
sevenfold divisional outline we follow,
with such additions and deductions
which our own searching has found
consistent, reserving for ourself the
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humble task of submitting the conclusions at the end of this sevenfold outline.
First—In the beginning "God" created the heaven and the earth.
As already observed the original
earth was vastly different from the
condition of verse 2, coming fresh
from the hands of "God" no groans
of suffering were heard to mar the
song of the "morning stars" as they
sang together (Job 38:7.) No usurper
was there to challenge the authority
of "God." No funeral processions to
spread thei spirit of gloom.
So too in the beginning man's estate was vastly different from that
into which he subsequently fell. Made
in the image and likeness of God,
placed in a small garden of delights,
given dominion over the lower orders
of creation, bidden; to be fruitful and
replenish the earth, Adam had all
that should make him happy. Behind
him were no sinful forefathers. Within him was no sinful and wicked
heart. Together with his helpmate in
fellowship with his "Creator", there
was everything to make him happy.
Second—And the earth became
without form and void, and darkness
was upon the face of the deepSomething fearful must have happened. There was an intrusion. Sin
had dared to raise its horrid head
against "God." The perfect creation
of the Creator was blasted. What at
first was so fair was now marred,
that which was very good became
very evil. The light was quenched,
and the waters of judgment submerged the earth; darkness abode upon
the face of the deep. What a contrast
between two verses.
Profoundly
mysterious and unspeakably tragic,
yet that it is. The earh became a
ruin.
But no less sad was that which befell Adam- There was a fall. By one
man sin entered the world, and death
by sin. Adam rebelled against his
Maker. He ate of the forbidden fruit,
and terrible were the consequences.
Where before there was blessing,
there now descended the curse. Instead of life and joy, there entered
death and sorrow.
How complete the confusion. How
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profound the darkness. How deep
the waves of passion. Here then is
the key to human destiny. Here is
the explanation of human depravity.
This is the heritage of the fall, the
entail of Adam's transgression. Man
is a fallen creature and "darkness,"
moral and spiritual, rests upon the
face of his understanding. And the
truth of this is verified in the heart
of every son of "Adam."
Third—"And the Spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters."
Why should God trouble any further about that which was under His
judgment? Why should He notice
that which was a waste? Here is
where hope begins to dawn. We hear
much about Geology, but here is
Graceology. God had gracious designs toward that formless void. He
purposed to restore it. And the first
thing we read of in bringing this
about was "the Spirit of God moved"
and this was a prime necessity. How
could the earth resurrect itself?
There must be Divine activity- The
Spirit of God must move.
The anology holds good with fallen
man. You tell a physical corpse "Repent and be converted," but it does
not move. How can it when it is
dead? So every son of Adam is a
spiritual corpse, "dead, in tresspass
and sin," and if there is to be a new
creation, Divine power must intervene. The spirit must move! Let me
read to you, II Thes. 2:13 and II Pet1:2. You will notice that in these
scriptures it is "through" sanctification (separation) of the Spirit, we
are brought to salvation. Salvation is
not a question of psychology, it takes
graceology. Fallen man in himself is
as helpless as the fallen earth. No
man can say that Jesus is the Christ
except by the Spirit.
Fourth—"And God said, Let there
be light, and there was light."
First the activity of the "Holy
Spirit," and now the spoken "Word."
God might have re-fashioned the
earth without speaking, but He did
not- Instead He plainly intimated,
from the beginning that His purpose
was to be worked out by the Word.
God said "Let there be light" and
(Continued on page 13.)
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13 years came to Dickinson county, where
they have since resided.
There are left to mourn the memory of
a
kind and loving mother, eight children,
SIDER—DISHER
twenty-nine grandchildren and thirteen
At the home of the bride's parents, Bro. great grandchildren. Mother Engle and
and Sr. Peter Disher, there occurred the her companion were converted in the early
marriage of their daughter, Nona, to Bro. years of their married life and. united with
Chauncey Sider, both of Wainfleet, Ont. the Brethren in Christ church' of which she
Bishop John Sider officiated.
remained a faithful member until her
death.
ENGLE—HOFFMAN
Mother Engle was a woman of high
On March 13, 1925, at the home of Sr. ideals and a shining example to her family.
Fannie Hoffman, Abilene, Kans., there oc- She bore her many years of suffering with
curred the marriage of her daughter, patience and a resigned will to her helpSadie L., to Bro. Elmer G. Engle of Abi- less condition. Her companion preceded
lene, Kans. Elder George E. Whisler offi- her to the heavenly home five years and
ciating.
two months. Funeral services were held a t
Abilene, conducted by Elder G. E. Whisler,
assisted by Bishop J. N, Engle. Interment was made in the Newbern cemetery.

MARRIAGES

t-t-t

OBITUARIES

ENGLE—Martha Graybill Engle was
born in Lancaster county, Pennsylvania,
October 6, 1836, and departed this life at
Abilene, Kans., April 19, 1925 aged 88
years, 6 months and 13 days.
She was married to Noah Hoover Engle
at Maytown, Pa., on Nov. 23, 1858. To this
union twelve children were born, four of
whom have preceded her. The first years
of their married life were spent in Pennsylvania. Later they moved to Frederick,
Maryland, and after a residence there of

t-t-t
BRIGHTBILL—Mr. J. H. Brightbill was
born August 10, 1848, in Union Township,
Lebanon County Penna., and departed this
life April 22, 1925 at his home, 817 North
Buckeye street, Abilene, Kansas, at the
age of 76 years, 8 months and 11 days. He
was converted _to the faith of the Bible
in his youth and lived a consistent Christian life. On January 7, 1875, he was
united in marriage to Annie R. Noll of
Hockersville, Penna., who preceded him in
death 14 years ago. He resided in Penn-
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OLD P E O P L E S ' HOME
Mssiah
Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, P a .
NAMES

AND

ADDRESSES—FORSISS
AFRICA

MISSIONARIES

Bishop and Mrs. H. P . Steigerwald, Wanezi Mission,
Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. John
A. Climenhaga, and Miss Annie E. Winger, MatoPo
Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Elder Henry H. Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss
Sadie Book, and Miss Grace Book, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Elder R. H. Mann,
Miss Lila Coon, and Miss Martha M. Kauffraan,
Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa,
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, and Miss Beulah
Musser, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
INDIA

Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Heise, Mrs. Katie B. Smith,
Miss Effie Rohrer, Miss Ruth E . Byer, Miss Ella
Gayman, Saharsa, B. & N . W. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss Annie Steckley,
Miss Mary Dick, Supaul, B. & N. Wn. Ry., India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven, No.
48 Aukland Road, Darjeeling, India.
HOME ON FURLOUGH

Eld. A. C. Winger, Tulare, Cal.
Mary E. Heisey, R. R. 1, Union, Ohio.
Eld. and Sr. H. J. Frey, Upland, Calif.
Cora Alvis, Geary, Okla., Box 16.
Miss Hannah Baker, 533 Third Ave., Upland, Cal.
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Grantham, Pa.
TREASURERS OF T H E D I F F E R E N T BOARDS
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontaria, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—D. H. Wenger.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kans.

sylvania until 1906 and since has been a
resident of Abilene. To this union were
born eleven children, seven sons and four
daughters. He was preceded in death byone son who died in infancy and one
daughter, Mrs. Porter Shoffner. The remaining children are Mrs. Agner Dessenberger, Mrs. Annie Sexton, Andrew H.,
John A., all of Abilene; Mrs. Alma Neel of
Mount Pleasant, Texas; Frank H., of Salina, Kansas; David H., and Harvey H ,
of Marysville, Kansas, and Homer H. of
Paris Texas. He is also survived by one
brother, Rubin E. Brightbill, of Quentin,
Penna. He is survived by 19 grandchildren
and eight great grandchildren.
Funeral services a t the Brethren in
Christ church of Abilene in charge of Bish.
Jacob N. Engle assisted by Elder George
Whisler. Text Psalm 116:15, "'Precious in
the sight of the Lord is the death of His
saints."

t-t-t
BOOK—Sister Lavina Book died a t the
home of her daughter, Elizabeth Frymier,
March 5, 1925 near Waukena, Calif. Sister
Book was of ill health for some time, but
was feeling much better when she was taken suddenly ill, the physician pronouncing
it acute • appendicitis. Her end was met
with victory in her faith in Christ. She
was born in Franklin county, Pennsylvania,
August 16, 1859, age 65 years, 3 months
and 19 days. She came to Kansas with her
parents in the year 1876 where she was
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married to David Book, who preceded her to
the spirit world two years ago. From
Kansas the family moved to Oklahoma in
1893, afterward spending several years in
southern Oregon with their young son,
Amos. There were seven children, four
sons and three daughters, and twenty-eight
grandchildren. Sister Book is much missed
as a mother and grandmother and in the
circle in which she moved. Interment in
the Tulare cemetery, Tulare, Calif., by the
s'de of her husband. Funeral services
conducted by J. H. Wagaman, assisted by
Samuel Ever. Text I Cor. 15:55.

Testimony
I do praise God this beautiful morning
that I am permitted to enjoy health and
strength and all the comforts of this life;
and above all things, I praise Him that
opened a way from earth to heaven that I
might be saved and that He suffered and
died on Calvary for my sins. I often feel
I cannot begin to praise Him enough for
all He has done for me along the journey
of life; for calling me when I was young
and saving me from a life of sin and keeping me all these years in His service. I
have not been without trials and tests, but
I believe they are all for our good, as the
Apostle Paul says (II Cor. 4:17) For our
light affliction which is but for a moment
worketh for us a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory.
I also thank and praise Him for hearing
and answering my prayers and healing my
body. Oh, when I think how people around
us are running here and there to find enjoyment, I must say I am glad that I can
find enjoyment in my blessed Christ. How
He satisfies every longing of my heart. I
can say with' the poet:
It pays to serve Jesus, I speak from my
heart,
He'll always be with us if we do our part;
There's naught in this wide world can
pleasure afford.
There's peace and contentment in serving
the Lord,
T love him far better than in days of yore
I'll serve him more truly than ever before
I'll do as He bids me, whatever the cost,
I'll be a true soldier, I'll die at my post.
I do feel so much of late the importance
of living nearer to Him, the one who died
for me. We must believe by the signs of
the times that His coming is drawing near;
and. how needful it is that we be ready,
watching and waiting, so that we may not
be like the foolish virgins, have no oil
when the bride groom comes. I often think
what it will mean to those that will be left
behind. My prayer is that the Lord will
keep me living for Him. It seems to me
there are so many things in these days to
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draw our minds and thoughts away from
that which is good, but I am glad for the
precious promises God has left in His
word for His children, those that are true
and faithful to Him, He has said in His
Word, "Eye hath not seen nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man
the things which God hath prepared for
them that love Him."
And when I think of the beautiful home
God has promised us if we hold out faithful
to the end, where the streets are all paved
with gold, and where there will be no more
pain and sickness and there will be no need
of light, is that not worth our while living
for? I am sure I am encouraged when I
think on these things. I would say to all
God's dear children, be encouraged and
some day we shall all meet over yonder
where parting will be no more.
Lydia Sheffer,
Stayner, Ont.

REPORTS
REPORT
Of Home Mission Treasurer For
January, February and March
Balance on hand
$ 244.36
Manor Pequea Dist., Pa
35.00
Simpson Brown
5.00
David and Ella Zook, Pa
25.00
Elizabethtown S. S., Pa
40.00
J. J. Meyer, Waukena S. S., Calif ..
40.00
Interest from Des Moines Mission.... 180.00
Maytown S. S., Pa.,
30.69
Zdon S. S., Kans., Mrs. Kitterman.... 70.00
Abilene S. S., Kan., J. A. Kauffman 50.00
Belle Spring S. S., Kans
13.28
Bro. and Sister Reeter, 111
5.00
Wm. Kreider, Shannon, 111
10.00
Rose Banks S S., Kans
18.00
Robert Shirk
2.00
Barbara Shelley
1.00
Cora Albright
2.00
David Kreider
5.00
Free Grace S. S., Pa
50.00
In His Name, Juinata Co., Pa.,
20.00
Goldie Sollenberger, Kan
5.00
In His Name, Elizabethtown
2.50
Chester Gish, Abilene, Kan
5.00
Alma Bollinger
5.00
Ethan Kreider, Pa.,
5.00
A. C. Meyers, Pa.,
2.00
Hebron S. S. Clay Co., Kans.,
21.14
Mechanicsburg S. S., Pa.,
23.63
Bethany S. S., Thomas, Okla.,
68.46
C. S. Sollenberger, Kan.,
11.27
Adda Engle, Kans.,
5.00
S. H. Wingert, Carlisle S. S., Pa
35.41
Alvah Wingert, Pa.,
5.00
Highland Cong., Ohio,
28.00
Abilene Cong., Kans.,
161.55
Bethel S. S., Mich
9.95
A. C. and Anna Zook, Pa.,
40.00
Earl Garvis Souderton & Silverdale Dist, Pa.,
33.00
A. C. Myers, Pa
2,00
Ruth Stout, Pa„
5.00
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Ralph Herr, Ohio
20.00
Zion S. S., Kans.,
115.00
Brown Co., Cong., Kans.,
87.00
Carland Class, Mich.,
18.50
Cash
6.00
Anna Myers
355.00
A Bro. & Sister, MowersviUe, Pa......
5.00
Fairland Young People's
Society, Pa.,
14.30
Olean Heise, Ont,
50.00
A Bro., Elizabethtown, Pa.,
10.00
Rose Bank S. S.
11.85
Rapho Dist. Earl Martin,
100.00
Albert Cover
1.00
Balance and Total Receipts
$2,099.54
Expenditures
L. F . Sheetz, horse feed and chapel
rent
$ 53.91
D. W. Brehm, car fare and time
16.78
D. E. Jennings, allowance 3 workers 60.00
Earl Bossert, allowance 4 workers.... 80.00
V. S. Belizekian, allow 4 workers.... 80.00
H. G. Miller, allowance 3 workers 60.00
Sarah H. Bert, allowance 6 workers 120.00
Maggie Sollenberger, allow 2 work 40.00
Wilber Snyder, allowance 4 workers 80.00
Joseph Vandevere, allow 2 workers 40.00
Henry Landis, allowance 5 workers.. 60.00
W. H. Boyer, allowance 3 workers 60.00
L. F . Sheetz, allowance 2 workers 40.00
John Martin, allowance 4 workers 80.00
Charles Eshelman, car fare
12.00
D. R. Eyster, fare to Florida
140.00
Charles Eshelman, car fare
12.00
Welland Mission, 3 workers
60.00
Coal for Welland Mission
15.50
Total

$1,150.19

Bal. and Total Receipts
Expenditures
Balance

$2,099.54
1,150.19

$ 949.35
ABNER MARTIN,
Treasurer.

SAN FRANCISCO

MISSION

Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace, good will toward men.—Luke
2:14. For the angel said, Fear not; for,
behold, I bring you good tidings of great
joy, which shall be to all people.
The joys, the blessings, the comforts of
God's Word are so wonderful as it is hidden away in our hearts. How blessed to
know the Son of God came willing for the
sins of all people. He redeems today, whosoever will call upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved. A heart repentance and
faith in God never fails to bring deliverance. Glory to God!
We have seen His salvation wrought during these months. We have had blessed
victory in giving out the Word and good
attendance and some heart-sick, sin-sick
souls came out and confessed their sins at
the penitents' altar of prayer. There is
no sacrifice too great to make for Christ's
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kingdom, for Jesus gave His blood and suffered all things and surely each redeemed
one should not fail Him in faithful service
to souls for Jesus' sake. Many times our
hearts melt and we bow at His feet and
adore His great name for all His love and
that He has accounted us worthy to be
ambassadors of the Cross and to enter into
His sufferings. The nearer we get to Jesus,
how true, the more we know Him. Such
joy. The tears flow for Jesus' sake.
Our visits in hospitals and homes have
been many and honored of the Lord. Our
aged Bro. Thomas Clark, a long time
friend of our mission a real saint of God,
indeed a pilgrim and stranger looking for
a better land, left for glory March 30. He
was in the 88th year. Born in England
in 1837. Was a licensed preacher in the
Free Methodist church, had several circuits, often traveled on horse-back from
place to place and we heard him tell how
he went through winds, rains and blizzards
for the Lord's work and definite results in
salvation following. His house to house
visitations resulted often times in people
crying out to God in repentance and getting clearly converted. He loved the Mission work and paid our Mission weekly
visits, usually giving the message, until
three and one-half years ago when physical affliction seized him and though recovering in part, yet never able to go
about. The last four weeks of his stay
on earth, he lay stricken with paralysis on
the left side, and often told us he was looking and waiting for the Saviour. The funeral was conducted by four Free Methodist ministers and a small tribute of respect to friends from eight comrade war
veterans, which service our brother served
for seven years. As we s a t in the funeral
service the precious word came to us,
"Precious in the sight of the Lord is the
death of his saints." His wife, aged 82
years, and a son and daughter remain,
realizing their loss is his gain.
Receipts
Hall, Offerings,
$251.45
From a Brother, Calif.,
5.00
Bro. & Sr. 0 . L. Heise,
10.00
A Sister, Iowa,
10.00
Bethel S. S., Kansas,
14.52
A Bro. and Sr., California,
5.00
Bro. & Sr. Dan Bert, Abilene, Kans. 3.00
Sr. Fannie Bert, Abilene, Kans
1.00
Total

$299.97
Expenditures

i

Table supplies
House Incidentals
House Rent
Hall Rent
Gas
Hall expenses
Poor
-

? 59.90
16.72
105.00
105.00
9.11
15.17
4.45

Total
Balance on hand January 1,
Balance on hand April 1

$315.35
$144.59
$129.21
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Other donations—Five dozen eggs by Sr.
Edna Wagamaii; supplies for table, Srs.
Ada B. Cauffman and Leah M. Sollenberger.
Thanking Him and all who have so joyfully shared of their substance to supply
the need for His cause here. Pray for us.
In service for needy souls, Maggie E.
Sollenberger and Rhoda F. Wingert, 3739
20th street.
REPORT OF BENEFICIARY
BOARD
From September 12, 1924 to Apr. 15, 1925
D. R. Eyster, Treas.
Receipts
Balance on hand
$2,219.81
Mrs. S. P. Grove, Abilene, Kans
5.00
Adda Engle
25.00
S. G. Engle, Penna.,
10.00
Nottawa District, Ont.,
12.50
J. G. Engle, Abilene, Kans
50.00
Clarence Center Church, N. Y.,
20.00
A Bro., Eliabethtown, Penna
40.00
A. H. Stern, Roaring Springs, Pa. 100.00
Ringgold District, Penna
21.50
Manor Piqua District, Penna
51.00
Ray Witter, Navarre, Kans
5.00
In His Name, Millersburg, Penna.
2.00
S. H. Bert, Detroit, Kans
5.25
J. H. Wengert, Shippensburg, Pa.
6.76
E. J. Swalm, Duntroon, Ont
1.00
Cora Albright & Reeter
Family, Dakota,
15.00
Shannon, Illinois, Church
18.00
North Franklin Dist., Penna
27.00
J. H. Hoffman, Maytown, Penna
10.00
San Francisco Mission, Calif
67.00
Rapho Dist., Penna
:
108.30
Harrisburg Church, Penna.
85.00
Zion Church, Kansas
100.00
Fairland Church, Penna.,
55.75
Palmyra Church, Penna
56.25
Montgomery Dist., Penna.,
10.00
Bucks & Montgomery Co. Dist., Pa. 100.00
Dauphin & Lebanon Dist., Penna.,
5.00
In His Name, Chambersburg, Pa.
5.00
Rosebank, Kansas, S. S
55.32
A Sister, Rapho Dist, Penna
6.00
Belle Springs Church, Kans
45.00
Hummelstown Church, Penna
35.00
M. M. Books, Abilene, Kans
5.00
Altoona Mission, Penna
47.00
Bethany Church, Thomas, Okla
73.90
Isaac Eyer & Bro. Fout, Upland,
Calpf
,
9.00
Waukena, Calif., Church
26.95
Mechanicsburg Church, Penna
24.70
Carrie Deemey, Dallas Center, la...
5.00
Frank D. Kipe, Penna.,
5.00
Highland Church, Ohio,
51.00
D. L. & Ella Zook, Chambersburg, Penna
10.00
Manor & Pequea Dists., Penna.
(Special)
30.00
Interest on money
20.00
Total receipts
Expenditures

$3,675.99
792.08

Balance on hand April 15, 1925

$2,883.91
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REPORT OF JABBOK
ORPHANAGE
To Evangelical Visitor:
Th Home has been conducted during the
past year as per arrangements made at
the last General Conference, Bro. and Sr.
Horst having charge until July 31, 1924, at
which time the Home with farm and all
the effects was leased to Bro. and Sr. Aaron
Switzer, with five of the Orphanage children remaining in the Home to whom the
Home is under obligations to care for.
(The Home is still open to any full orphan
child). During the month of August a
number of children were released, returning to their parents or friends; also
one boy was placed permanently in a
Christian home. There have been no calls
for admittance of any full orphan children
into the Home during the year. While the
change made during the year in the management and operation of the Home may
have been somewhat of a surprise to some
yet the management feels t h a t it has
worked out satisfactorily. We wish to
express our appreciation of the faithful
labors of the retiring workers, also for the
interest taken and support given by the
brotherhood in general.
Offerings received during the period from
April 15, 1924, to August 1, 1924, placed in
the general fund:
Sewing Circle, Upland, Calif., $10.00;
Red Star S. S., Leedey, Okla., $6.13; Sr.
Book, Waukena, Cal., $20.00; Walter Frymire, Waukena, Cal., $5.00; Hamlin, Kans.
Pleasant Hill S. S., $30.20; Bro. and Sr.
Eisenhower, Upland, Calif., $70.00; Horace Fike, Ramona, Kans., $5.00; Philip Bilby, Chicago, 111., $25.00; Ella B. Wenger,
Penna., $5.00; a brother, Mt. Joy, $5.00.
Special offerings received since August 1,
1924:
Manheim, Pa., $34.32; Mrs. J. B. Caskey,
Abilene, Kans., $3.00; A. A. Sollenberger,
Hazelton, Kans., $5.00; D. H. Plum, Kindersley, Sask., $3.70; O. L. Heise, Gormley,
Ont., $10.00; Totaling $56.02; $31.50 of
this amount was used for the care of children who were placed in private homes
temporarily. The balance, $25.52 is in the
treasury.
D. R. Eyster, treasurer.
FLORIDA MEETING
Arcadia, Fla.,
April 22, 1925.
To The Evangelical Visitor,
Nappanee, Indiana.
Dear Editor and all the Dearly Beloved in
Christ; Greeting:—
It is by request that we write of the meetings held by our dearly beloved brother
in the Lord, D. R. Eyster, of Thomas,
Oklahoma, who with his son-in-law, Brother
Friesen, was here in Arcadia, Florida, dur
ing the month of January, 1925, and conducted a series of meetings, that to our
way of thinking was of the highest type of
spiritual excellence. The brethren labored
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under very adverse conditions as to weather which though usually is fine and balmy
was rather cool and chill with more than
usual rainfall for the time or month of
January.
Also the whole simple Gospel as preached
by the brethren is no more popular here
in Florida than elsewhere and thanks be to
God for it, for thereby we know it is of
God and the Holy Spirit, and while i; is
true we would rejoice to have all men to
come to know God in all truth, yet unless
something in the way of a miraculous thing
happens to cause them to suddenly realize
they are facing and" about to be launched
into a never ending eternity, the large majority of humanity are not inclined to love
and serve God in that whole hearted and
fervent way commonly manifested by a
true servant of the Lord. Rather men and
women rush along with the world after the
real and the unreal necessities of this life
at such a pace as to have little time left
for worshiping and praising the God who
permits our very being and existence.
Bro. Eyster and Friesen while here did
not especially signal out any one class 02element of people yet it was clearly discernible to us that they, (like the Master
while He was on earth) had the common
people more especially on their minds, the
humble, the lowly, the poor, the sick and
afflicted, seemed to be the burden on their
hearts and minds, and here like many other
places on earth the harvest is great and
the laborers are few who labor really for
the salvation of souls. Most all men and
women are fully as dilatory about truly loving and serving God whole heartedly as
they have been ever since the world was
and it requires time and patient continuance of teaching to convert the heart thru
conviction of sin.
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NOT FAR AWAY
By Charles S. Oakley
"Not far from every one of us."—Acts 17:27
Within the shadows deep my Father stands,
Watching my faltering steps, the path I
choose,
Ready to stay me with His outstretched
hands,
If I should stumble, or my trail should
lose.
Not far away, He ever seems to hide,
That I may learn how great my courage is.
He knows my need; no harm can me betide;
I shall not fear the way, for I am His.
I climb the steep ascents of life with pain;
Companions fail, alone I onward go;
But One, unseen in sunshine or in rain,
Is walking by my side, full well I know.
Not far away, though Him I may not see,
He waits, till I may learn how great my
strength.
He whispers, "As thy days thy strength
shall be;
Faint not! the homeland thou shalt reach
at length."
I travel over valley, hill, and moor;
With scanty means, I comfort seek to
bring
Unto earth's lone, discouraged, sick and
poor;
If lack I gold and silver, songs I sing.
Not far away, One blesses my scant store,
That I may learn how great my love can
be;
He whispers, "Thou hast done it unto
Me!"

Therefore we who are here realize the
To do my will; mankind unite to serve;
great need of help that we may be more
able to successfully cope with the condi- In vain her secrets nature strives to keep;
The plague is stayed, and death must
tions as they really are. We would very
halt or swerve.
much like to have several families of the Not far away, stands God controlling all,
Brethren in Christ come here to stay, so
Till I shall learn how vast may be my
power.
we could start a mission, have regular
preaching services, prayer meetings and I grasp the reins of power: the lightnings
leap
Sunday school. The Brethren have come
I joy to hasten at His loving call,
and opened the way, and we are very deCo-laborer with Him to be each hour.
sirous of continuing the work thus begun.
We especially need a true shepherd. One He does not lead me where no fear assails
Nor smooth my path, nor shield from
who will lead wisely in the ways of the
human ills,
Master we very much desire the help and
Nor leave me testing not what power avails
prayers of the Church for we feel quite
Else lacked I courage, strength, true love
sure there can be much done to help to
and will.
the true light of the whole Gospel which Not far away, the God I cannot see
Has tried my faith through every earthly
is able to save their souls. Let any who
way,
may be interested write us and we will try
Till I have learned the Mighty One through
to answer to the best of our ability.
me
Prayerfully yours,
Hath willed to work, and hasten heaven's
A. B. Simmons.
day.
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No glorious vision bursts upon my sight;
No loved one from beyond speaks words
of cheer;
The sunset tints fast fade into the night;
'Mid darkened skies a star shines bright
and clear.
Not far away, my God, my home, my
friends!
Ah, faith o'ercomes the world of doubt
and pain,
And trusting God, I toil till life's day ends
"For me to live is Christ, to die is gain!"
—Selected by C. C Dick.
BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU SAY
By Joseph A. Hess.
In speaking of a person's faults,
Pray don't forget your own.
Remember those with homes of glass
Should never throw a stone.
'Tis better to commence at home,
Than talk of those who sin,
And from that point begin.
We have no right to judge a man
Until he's fairly tried;
Should we not like his company,
We know the world is wide.
Some may have faults—and who has notThe old as well as young ?
Perhaps we may, for ought we know,
Have fifty to their one.
I'll tell you of a better plan—
And find it works full well—
To try my own defects to cure
Ere others' faults I tell;
And though I sometimes hope to be
No worse than some I know,
My own shortcomings bid me let
The faults of others go.
Then let us all, when we begin
To slander friend or foe,
Think of the harm one word may do
To those we little know.
Remember, curses, sometimes,
Like our chickens, "roost at home."
Don't speak of others' faults until
We have none of our own.
—Selected for Visitor by
C. C. Dick, Altoona, Pa.
INFINITE LOVE
Love is the fulfilling of God's, holy law,
So we read in the Inspired Word;
Love overcomes enemies, conquers our foes,
Thus saith Christ Jesus, our Lord.
Love worketh no ill to its neighbor 'tis said,
If you overcome evil with good;
Love suffereth long, is gentle and kind,
And will sure bring the great reward.
Love envieth not, is not puffed up,
Unseemingly doth not behave;
Seeketh not her own, is not easy provoked,
What wondrous, wondrous, love.
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Love beareth all things, love hopeth all
things,
In iniquity doth not rejoice;
Love covereth all, rejoiceth in truth,
And abounds in God's mercy and love.
This love never faileth, this infinite love—
Will carry us safe to the end;
'Tis not of this world, it comes from above,
Prom Jeus, our Saviour and Friend.
Oh that all might seek for this infinite love,
Instead of the silver and gold;
These riches will perish, but love will
endure,
Until we are safe in the fold.
Our Savior was filled with this infinite love,
When He gave His dear life on the tree;
He willingly suffered this cruel death
To atone for sinners as we.
Oh, Lord! we pray to be filled with this love
For the lost may our hearts over flow;
We know there are thousands and thousands of souls,
To be saved from eternal woe.
By Sr. Sarah M. Taggart,
Stayner, Ont.

CHOSEN VESSELS
(Continued from page 3.)
tices that where eating, revelry, and
banqueting hold forth, there is the
big crowd, but the prayer meetings
are only attended by a few. In the
Bible times and also in the days of
Wesley, Whitefield, the Puritans and
the Pietists, the crowds gathered to
hear and hundreds were saved; in
times later than that, souls were
saved because God's chosen ones
were faithful to him and preached
the truths of God's Word with power. If God has chosen you, He will
ask an account of you, if you are not
faithful to Him.
God will not fail to help those
whom He has called and separated
for His service. Many of God's children are laying down His work and
are satisfied with the husks of the
world. Well, dear brother and sister,
the Lord has His storehouse full of
good things for you, and His gifts
satisfy. God's chosen ones are men
who need not be fed on milk. A child
likes to play, but men ought to put
away childish things. The Apostle
Paul says, "When I was a child I
spake as a child, but when I became
a man I put away childish things."
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Let us then as the elect of God go
forth in His strength and be not
afraid of the face of man, but live
lives like Jesus would have us live,
and God, will be gorified and we can
say like Paul, "I have fought a good
fight."
—N. E. C.
REGARDING RELIGION
People say that the times have
changed and so they have. Who with
open eyes could deny it? The world
is not growing better, but worse, and
very rapidly. The times are as they
were in the days of Sodom, Luke
17:25-29. The 29th verse showing
what happened. Jesus Christ and
His way (the only way) of salvation never change. "Jesus Christ
the same yesterday and today and
forever," Heb. 13:8. As there is a
counterfeit to every thing, just so
there is a counterfeit religion. Luke
13:3 says: "Except ye repent ye
shall all likewise perish." Many
preachers of today are hot God sent,
but are false prophets, disguising
themselves with sheep's clothing, or
a profession of religion, Matt 7:15.
Their object in doing so is to hide
their identity so they can accomplish
their hellish! purpose in deceiving the
people. What they need is a real
good dose of conviction, to fully repent and obtain salvation, then if
they preach it will be compulsory
and will cause them to feel as Paul
when he said: "Woe is me if I preach
not the gospel." Gospel does not
mean salve or chloroform used in
their lectures, while lost men and
women bound by the chains of sin
are dying and being damned all
about them. What a soul damning
farce is much of what we read today
as so called "great sweeping revivals." A nicely flowered, sugar coated,
sickening "gospel" with a few touching stories.
Repentance does not mean, "Come
and give the preacher your hand and
sign this card; or come to the front
seat, or if that is too embarrassing,
hold up your hand and the usher will
take your name to be recorded on
some church book, when your life is
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as black and slimy as the devil can
make it. Might just as well write
your name on a board fence as to
join a church unless you are a full
fledged Christian. John the Baptist
came preaching, "Repent and bring
forth fruit meet for repentance".
Peter's first sermon after Pentecost
was freighted with it. When souls
were pricked to the heart and came
saying, "What shall we do," he answered : "Repent." One of the hardest things in repentance for sinners
to do is to confess their sins, but the
Book says our salvation depends
much on our sins. He is faithful
and just to forgive us our sins and
cleanse us from all unrighteousness,
I John 1:9. .
Confess to God and the person or
people wronged. He that covereth
his sins shall not prosper. Prov.
28:13. When did you modernists ever
hear of a professed convert confessing his or her sins? If such was done
undoubtedly some parents would or
ishoujd be shocked at the sin and
company their daughters and sons
are in at the roadside car parking.
Among other things some would
learn where their husbands or wives
were spending their otherwise accounted for time.
People living degraded, double lives
to satisfy their hell born lust and at
the same time making a profession
of religion or doing supposed Christian work. The wrath of God will be
poured out heavily upon all such and
all who endorse it. Who says, "Now
you're judging?" "Judge not that
ye be not judged," Matt. 1:1. You
stop too soon, read on down the entire chapter. People pick out a verse
here or there in the Bible to suit
their idea, when if they would read
the connecting verses, would make
an
entirely
different
meaning.
"Wherefore by their fruits ye shall
know them," Matt. 7:20.
Some people do not believe that
the old time method of obtaining real
joy and peace is necessary now. Why
not? Are people any more angelic
than in John Wesley's time? He
preached and taught and practiced
the full gospel. While they do not
believe it necessary, neither do they
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have the old time satisfactory results. If church members were right
at heart, the clinch on their pocketbooks would be so loosened that there
would be plenty of finances to carry
on the religious work without resorting to such amusements as socials
of all kinds, bazaars, church sales
and shows, etc. Also if they had
heart-felt religion they would instead of having a desire for such
foolish, trifling things, be thoroughly
disgusted with all such.
Some seemingly think because
they were converted perhaps forty
years ago, that they are still in grace.
Such might possibly be so in some
cases, but never if they endorse such
worldliness.
Christian means, "Follower of
Christ." Could one be a follower of
Christ and do as many are doing today? Whoever saw a child of God,
born of God, playing cards, attending theaters and dances, chewing filthy tobacco, smoking cigars, cigarettes or a pipe? Whoever heard of
one enjoying or indulging in foolish sometimes vulgar conversation.
"Every idle word that men shall
speak, they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment." Matt.
12:36.
Imagine, if you can, the Son of
God doing any of the above things.
Christians walk in His ways. God's
people are a clean people- Clean from
conformity to the world on all lines.
If real salvation did not completely
change the innermost being, giving a
new view of life along with a set of
new desires, it would be a miserable
poor excuse. A convert in Christ is
a new creature and old things do pass
away. One of this belief is classed
as a crank or fanatic, etc., but all the
persecution that might encounter one
is as nothing compared to the wonderful peace within the soul. Christianity from the Bible times, on down
through the ages, until the present
time, has been hated and persecuted
and will be as long as the world
stands.
There was a time when a Methodist in a crowd could be distinguished
by their plain and modest attire. Is
it so today? Can one distinguish a
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modern church member from the
•theater going) crowd ? Today instead
of gathering to hear of the pure and
undefifled religion, they mix their
eats, gossiping and fashion-plate discussing along with a reading of scripture or saying of prayers. I Tim.
2:9-10, "In like manner also that
women adorn themselves in modest
apparel with shame facedness and sobriety; not with broidered hair or
gold or pearls, or costly array; but
(which becometh women professing
godliness) with good works." Charles
Finney said that if you saw one with
an ornament on for vanity, you could
count on it they were rotten at heart.
Why do women dress like a harlot;
bob their hair, wear low-necked,
sleeveless, transparent waists, short
skirts, with a string of fur around
their neck when the thermometer
registers 90 in the shade. Or in the
coldest of weather with the neck and
chest exposed to the gaze of ungodly,
lustful men. A minister in a western city during a street carnival requested of the mayor that the indecent shows be discontinued. The
mayor replied: "No one on that stage
is more indecently dressed than lady
members of your church, even on the
Sabbath day." It has been said that
when fallen women go on the street
or away from the city and want to
pose as modest women, they invariably dress in a fashion not to put their
bodies on exhibition, they put on full
dress. This should make respectable
ladies think. A few years ago a man
would pay to see on the stage what
they can now see on the street free
of charge. What are the differently
designed hose for, if they are not to
attract attention to that which they
cover? It is time we were repenting as it were in sack cloth and ashes.
"All liars will have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and
brimstone," Rev. 21:8. "And whosoever loveth and maketli a lie," Rev.
22:15.
We have what is known as business
lies, white lies, black lies, Santa Glaus
lies, also that of evolution. In the
beginning God created man.
"Ask for the old paths where is
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the good way and walk therein and
ye shall find rest for your souls."
Jer. 6:16.—Mrs. J. C. Nagle.—Sel.
The Spiritual Value of Genesis.
(Continued from page 7.)
there was light. Light was produced
by the Word.
It is so in the work of regeneration.
The activity of the Spirit and the
ministry of the Word. Sin has blinded the eyes of man, has darkened
his understanding. Man is unable
to see his condition or his urgent
need of a Saviour. Neither the affections of his heart, nor the reasoning of his mind, can dissipate the
darkness. Light comes to the sinner "through the Word applied by
the Spirit." As it is written, "The
entrance of Thy Word giveth light,"
Psa. 119:130.
Fifth—"And God divided the light
from the darkness." (Verse 4.)
The light revealed the ruin of the
desolate earth, and then God divided the light from the darkness. Here
was a separation.
In Heb. 4:12 we read, "That the
Word of God is quick and powerful,
and sharper than any two-edged
sword, piercing even to the dividing
asunder of soul and spirit." Man
is a complex being composed of
"spirit, soul and body." The spirit
is capable of God-consciousness.
The soul is the seat of self-consciousness; the body of sense.
When Adam sinned he died spiritually- Physical death is the separation
of the spirit from the body; spiritual death is the separation of the
spirit from God. When Adam died
his spirit was not annihilated, but it
was alienated from God. The spirit,
the highest part of Adam, no longer
dominated. It fell to the level of the
soul, and ceased to function separately. The unregenerated man is
dominated by his soul, which is the
seat of lust and passion. But in regeneration, the Word of God "pierces
even to the dividing asunder of soul
and spirit," thus separating the
spirit, which is light, from the soul
which is darkness.
(Continued on page 15.)
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Foreign Missionary Department
"The Fields are White Already to Harvest'

A SUDDEN HOME GOING.
On Sunday evening, February 8,
Bro. L. B- Steckley and the writer
were seated near the window reading at Matopo Mission, when a loud
knock came at the back door. A
heavy rain had passed. It was still
raining gently. We heard one (or
two raps but before we could reply
Kutshwa appeared outside the window. He was very excited and out
of breath from running about a mile
from his home at Bukas Kraal.
Not waiting to be asked what was
wrong, Kutshwa said in the same
breath, "We are dead. Lightning
struck us and they are all dead at
home. Our brother, Koliso, is dead
and so is his wife." By this time
we were able to ask about it and
found the heavy crash of thunder
we had heard a short time before,
struck a hut in the kraal and it was
burning.
We at once got ready to go over
to do for them what we could, not
knowing just how serious it all was.
We decided to try and go in the Ford
in order to get there as quckly as
possible. There were Bro- and Sr.
Steckley, Bro. Climenhaga, and myself. When we got to the spruit we
found it a rushing stream. When
we got in the middle the engine died
and could not be started again. We
all got out in the water about knee
deep and hastened on to where we
could see the light from the burning
hut- The night was dark which made
walking in the tall grass very difficult.
At last we reached the kraal. We
went to the hut where the people
seemed to be gathering, stepped in
and our eyes fell on the upturned
face of Koliso. On examining we
found life had gone. We then turned
to his wife lying on the other side
of the hut. She was not dead but
badly shocked. She could under-

stand us but could scarcely speak.
After doing what we could under the
circumstances, bowing together in
prayer, committing all to God who
does all things well, we were able to
learn more of the details.
It appears that Koliso with his
wife and four children were in their
hut while the rain was on. The flash
of lightning, which was followed by a
heavy crash, struck the hut, [instantaneously knocking Koliso and
the mother down. The children who
escaped injury ran out of the hut
screaming- This brought the other
members of the kraal together. The
two bodies were dragged out of the
burning hut to a safe place, Koliso
dead, his wife unconscious.

two sons, the mother, the sons'
wives, all professed Christ. The father too says he believes, although he
has never been baptized on account of
his physical condition.
Eight Christians from this one
kraal, three have gone to their long
home, the rest are still with us and
need our prayers.
Monday morning dawned bright.
Bro. Steckley was about early attending to the making of the box in which
Koliso was buried and the digging of
the grave. When the sun was yet on
the eastern slope of the horizon, we
performed the last services for our
brother in the Lord- He is at rest
waiting the glorious resurrection.
Koliso will be missed. He was one
of the most attentive listeners in all
the meetings and was an inspiration
to many a speaker. He was also employed much of the time by the mission as a faithful helper in whatever
position he was placed.

It need not be said that it was a
sad time for us all. Many of the
teachers from the out-schools were
at the mission for the four weeks'
institute which is held in the month
of February. A number went over
at the same time we went and were
His wife was improving slowly, but
there to sympathize. • Some remained enable to walk without support the
all night with the family.
last we heard. We are praying that
Koliso was one of Matopo Mission's she may be spared to her four chilmost faithful Christians. He had dren.
been associated with the mission for
They all are in need of our prayers.
more than twenty years, coming when They are told by their heathen relaa mere lad with no clothing, only tives and friends that they are beenough to cover his nakedness. He witched, that it will not be long until
remained for a number of years in they will be visited again by some disschool in which time he accepted aster. People coming to pay their
Christ as his Saviour. During this sympathy will not go inside of the
time his father, Buka, became help- kraal inclosure being afraid they too
less, unable to work and provide for will be bewitched.
the family. In this condition he was
H. P. Steigerwaldprevailed upon to come close to the
Mission with his family, the children
being quite young. Koliso was the
"Would to God that all this kingoldest one among them. They were dom, and all that know God, knew
given assistance as was needed until what is betwixt Christ and me in this
the boys grew up and were able to
look after the father who has re- prison—what kisses, embracements,
mained helpless to this day. They also and love communions. I take His
cross in my arms with joy; I bless it,
made a living for the family.
One after another the family turn- rejoice in it—sufferings for Christ is
ed to the Lord. The two daughters, my garland."
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SEEKING THE LOST
It may be in the homeland fair,
Or over the stormy sea,
What matter where if my Lord does
lead
'Twill be heaven there to me.
It may be out on the mountain bare,
Or out in the lonely wild,
Where Jesus is calling you come today,
Seek after My lonely child.
So if we be called to leave the ninety
and nine,
Let us hasten quickly away.
And bring the lost lamb back again,
And lead it in the way.
Oh, dear one, why will ye wander
away,
Why be so hungry and cold,
When Jesus, the Saviour, is lingering near
And calling you into the fold.
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number of resurrection. The earth
was raised out of the waters, and
clothed with vegetation. Out of desolation, life and fruitfulness came
forth. So it is in regeneration. "For
if we have been planted together in
the likeness of His death we shall be
also «in the likeness of His resurrection. He that believeth on Me as the
Scriptures have said, out of his innermost being shall come forth rivers of living water." Dead in Adam.
Alive in Christ.
In conclusion: In Eden, a sense of
guilt; in Christ, Peace. (Rom. 5:1).
In Eden, a sentence of condemnation; in Christ, no condemnation
(Rom. 8:1). In Eden, an act of separation; in Christ, no separation
(Rom. 8:33).

I will ask you to read II Pet. 3:4
to 13. What I want you to see is,
that Peter speaks of the earth that
then was, being overflowed with water and perished. The heavens and
earth that are now; are reserved unto
He will quickly bind the broken heart, fire. But WE according to His promise look for a NEW heaven and earth.
And wipe all tears away,
He will lead you into the land of rest In the Scriptures I read of three gardens of Eden. The first I find in Eze.
Where dwelleth perfect day.
28, verses 12 to 19. The unfallen
—By Myrtle L. Kadwell,
state of Satan is here described, his
. 240 Bristol St., Buffalo, N. Y.
fall in Isa. 14:12-16. Thou hast been
in Eden, the garden of God- Every
THE SPIRITUAL VALUE OF
precious
stone was thy) covering.
GENESIS
Thou
art
the
anointed cherub. Thou
(Continued from page 13.)
hast
walked
in the midst of the
Sixth—"And God said, Let there
stones
of
fire,
Thou
wast perfect till
be a firmament."—Gen. 1:6-S.
iniquity
was
found
in thee. These
This is the second day's work and
for the first time we read that God terms could not be used of a human
"made" something. This was the at- being. And from the description
given here I infer that it was a permospheric heaven, the firmament.
Spiritually this corresponds to the fect mineral kingdom. The second
impartation of the Divine nature. Eden I find in Genesis 2 and from
The one who is born of the "spirit" the description given, I see that it
becomes a partaker of the "Divine was a perfect vegetable kingdom.
nature" (2 Pet. 1:4). Borne of the The third Eden I find in the Book of
water and the spirit. As it is writ- Revelation. I see there streets of
ten, "Of His own will begat He us gold, walls of jasper, pearl gates
with the Word of Truth" (James swinging upon jeweled hinges. I see
1:18) and again, "Being born again, a river with trees, casting their fruit
not of corruptible seed, but of in- every month. So I reason that this
corruptible, by the Word of God." Eden is a perfect blending of a per(I Pet. 1:23.)
fect mineral kingdom and a perfect
vegetable
kingdom, for the very
Seventh—"And God said, Let the
stones found in Eze. 28 are found in
earth bring forth."—Gen. 1:9-11.
These verses bring before us God's Rev. The very tree found in the
work on the third day. Three is the Genesis Eden I find in the Revelation
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Eden. Thus we regain in Christ, not
only what we lost in Adam, but also
what we lost in Satan.
In (Eph. 2-10) we read For we
are His workmanship created in
Christ Jesus. The word workmanship
arrests our attention. It is the Greek
word "Poiema," from which our
English word "Poem" is taken. But
it may also be translated. "Masterpiece." In the Greek this word is
used but twice in the N. T. It is used
in Romans 1 in connection with the
physical creation. In Eph. in connection with the Spiritual creation God
has produced two great masterworks
in which He manifests His power.
The creation of the universe out of
nothing, is not the greatest masterpiece of God; "He" has produced a
work which reveals Him in a far
higher degree. That greater masterpiece is the redemption of sinners.
God took only six days to bring order out of Chaos, and to call into existence the present earth, but He
spent forty days with Moses in directing him to build the tabernacle
because the work of redemption is
more glorious than the work of creation ; God's creation may be studied
with the microscope and telescope.
Science and invention have laid open
many secrets of creation, but when
we come to "God's" second masterpiece, science will not help us. It
takes the "Mighty power of God
which He wrought when He raised
Jesus from the dead." God planned
redemption before He ever created
the universe, and the universe was
called into existence, in anticipation
of this greater manifestation of His
power. The roots of this plan are
deeply imbedded in Genesis 1.
Heaven and earth will pass away, but
God's second masterpiece will continue unto the ages of ages.
Grace had its inception in Genesis
in connection with God's first masterpiece, but it remains for God's
second masterpiece to manifest the
RICHES of His grace through Christ
Jesus in the ages to come (Eph.
2:7). For in HIM are hid all the
treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
I will close with Eph. 3:10, To the
intent that now unto the principalities, . and powers in heavenly places
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the dead shall rise from their graves. 1"
We read part of this chapter in: what
we call the "Burial service-" It is
an unfortunate expression. Paul
never talked of "Burial." He said
COALS OF FIRE
the (body was "Sown"—"Sown in
corruption," "Sown in weakness,"
A sergeant in a regiment stationed "Sown in dishonor," "Sown a natural
in Egypt, was asked how he was body." If I bury a bushel of wheat,.
Y
brought to Christ. His answer was I never expect to see it again; but if YY
Y
this:
I sow it, I expect results. Thank t
"One of the privates in my com- God, our friends are not buried: they YY
Y
pany was converted at Malta. We are only sown!—D. L. Moody.
Y
Y
gave that man an awful time. The
T
Y
devil got possession of me and I
Were t h o s e
twenty-nine
True faith can only rest on God's YY
made that man's life a burden. One estimate of Christ, not on inward T
South and South Central Africa
night he came in from sentry duties, thoughts and feelings. That which YY
Y
and it was a terrible wet night. He
Y
may be called the faith of the formal- Y books that a certain sister reY
was tired and wet, but before going
ist, rests on the ability of his own Y cently presented to each of her
to bed, he knelt down and prayed. My
mind to judge of these matters. He yY
boots were heavy with wet and mud
trusts in himself. This is the es- t grandchildren.
and I hit him with them, one on each
t
sential difference between faith in tX
side of his face, but he went on
Y
praying. Next morning I found those •appearance and ^aith pi reality.—- YY
Selected.
Y
boots beautifully polished at the; side
Y
Y
of my bed. That was his reply to
The devil is the author of evil, the TV
me. It broke my heart and I sought
Y
God and was saved that day.—Se- fountain of wickedness, the adver- TT
lected from "God's Revivalist" by N- sary of the truth, the corrupter of ?
Y
the world, man's perpetual enemy; t
5!
E. Church.
he planteth snares, diggeth ditches,
spurreth bodies, he goadeth souls, he
In the diary of David Livingstone suggesteth thoughts, belcheth anger,
there is an entry which was made at exposeth virtues to hatred, maketh
a time when he expected to be mur- vices beloved, soweth error, nourish- T
dered by savage tribes. It reads as eth contention, disturbeth peace and YY
Y
follows: "Felt much turmoil of spirit scattereth affliction.—Selected.
?
Y
T
in view of having all my plans for
Y
Y
the welfare of this great region and
The Book of God is a store of man- YY
y
y
teeming population knocked on the na for God's pilgrim children; and
y
head by savages tomorrow. But I we ought to see to it that the soul
y
This is the greatest book X
read that Jesus came and said, 'All get not sick and loathe the manna.
y
power is, given unto Me in heaven The great cause of our neglecting ? value offered to-day.
Y
X
and on earth. Go ye, therefore, and the Scriptures is not want of time, Y
Y
teach all nations, and lo, I am with but want of heart, some idol taking tY
Only 85c per copy, prepaid
you alway, even unto the end of the the place of Christ. Satan has been TY
world.' It is the word of a gentle- marvelously wise to entice away YV
\
man of the most sacred and strict- God's people from, the Scriptures. A YX
X
ORDER TODAY.
X
est honor, and there is an end on't." child of God who neglects the Scrip- YV
*
Y
—Selected.
y
tures cannot make it his business to tY
Y
please the Lord of glory.—Robert C. X
%
Chapman.
Y
Many favors which God gives us
ravel out for want of hemming,
E. V. Publishing House
In one thousand trials it is not five
through our own unthankfulness;
hundred of them that work for the
Nappanee, Indiana
!
for though prayer purchases bless- believer's good, but nine hundred and Y
Y
y
ings, giving praise keeps the quiet ninety-nine of them, and one be- Y
IY
y
possession of them.—Thomas Fuller. sides.—George Muller.
J^X^X-:~XK~:~XK~X«XK~:~X~XKK~X~:«<

might be known by the Church (masterpiece) the manifold wisdom of
God."
A. C. Rosenberger-
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